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ADJUSTING SETTINGS OF AN I/O CIRCUIT 
FOR PROCESS, VOLTAGE, AND/OR 
TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Technical Field 
The present invention relates generally to controlling 

electrical characteristics associated With input/output (I/O) 
circuits, and more particularly, to observing, testing, and 
adjusting the settings of an I/O circuit such as an output 
driver to account for variations in fabrication process, sup 
ply voltage, and/or temperature (PVT) conditions. 

2. Prior Art 
I/O circuits are used to interface traditional circuitry such 

as integrated circuits (ICs) With electrical environments 
external to the IC. An I/O circuit acts as a driver for signals 
generated by the IC and provides these signals to a pad, 
Which, in turn, interfaces With the external electrical envi 
ronment. In addition or alternatively, an I/O circuit may 
receive signals from the external electrical environment 
through the pad. A critical challenge in the design, fabrica 
tion, and operation of these I/O circuits is that their electrical 
characteristics, e.g., impedances, voltages, and rise and fall 
times of Waveforms, may vary depending on the particular 
PVT conditions, thereby causing timing and/or noise prob 
lems (such as overshoot and undershoot). 

In order to create independence betWeen the electrical 
characteristics of the I/O circuits and PVT conditions, it is 
desirable that the sleW rate, i.e., the change in pad voltage 
With rise time/fall time, be relatively constant. In other 
Words, the transient current drive of the I/O circuit should be 
independent of the PVT conditions. 

With reference noW to FIG. 1, a block diagram of one 
typical prior art solution for keeping the sleW rate of an I/O 
circuit independent of PVT conditions is illustrated. As 
shoWn, an exemplary output driver system 100 includes 
internal logic 106, an output driver 104, and a PVT sensing 
circuit 102. The internal logic 106 provides an input signal 
to the output driver 104, Which, in turn, drives the input 
signal to provide a corresponding output signal. The drive 
strength of the output driver 104 is adjustable, so as to alloW 
for PVT compensation. The PVT compensation is achieved 
by providing a six-bit control signal to the output driver 104, 
Where the control signal consists of three coarse bits (C[2:0]) 
and three ?ne bits (F[2:0]). These six bits, Which represent 
a linear range With uniform increments, selectively activate 
one or more of a plurality of leg circuits in the output driver 
104 to vary the drive strength. In the system 100 of FIG. 1, 
the PVT sensing circuit 102 senses the current at an external 
reference resistor 108 to characterize the PVT conditions, 
determines an appropriate PVT compensation amount in real 
time, and generates a corresponding six-bit control signal, 
Which it provides to the output driver 104 so that the output 
driver 104 can vary its drive strength accordingly. Depend 
ing on the application, the output driver system 100 might 
not include a PVT sensing circuit 102 at all. In this scenario, 
instead of utiliZing a PVT sensing circuit to provide the 
six-bit control signal, a stored control signal Would be 
provided to the output driver 104 from a six-bit control 
register (not shoWn). 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In the prior art system 100 of FIG. 1, the PVT sensing 
circuit 102 provides control signals to the output driver 104, 
and disadvantageously, the system 100 contains no control 
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2 
logic to permit selectively bypassing or adjusting the control 
signal from the PVT sensing circuit 102 under certain 
circumstances, e.g., to compensate for loads having varying 
impedances. Moreover, no functionality is provided for 
testing or observing the PVT settings, or for controlling the 
PVT of the output driver 104 through softWare. Such control 
logic could permit selection betWeen (1) control signals 
provided by the PVT sensing circuit and (2) control signals 
stored in a hardWare register. Additionally, control logic 
could (i) provide the capability to offset the selected control 
signal by a ?xed amount and (ii) select Whether or not the 
offset is applied. Moreover, having logic control could 
permit full testability and observability of the selected 
control signal, an offset value applied thereto, and the 
resulting output signal. 

In certain embodiments, the present invention provides a 
control circuit and method for controlling the PVT settings 
of an VO circuit, such as an output driver, Whereby a PVT 
controller having appropriate control logic is provided so as 
to permit PVT compensation to be observed, tested, and 
selectively adjusted. The PVT controller permits selection 
betWeen control signals provided by a PVT sensing circuit 
and control signals stored in a hardWare register. The PVT 
controller further (1) provides the capabilities to offset the 
selected control signal by a ?xed amount and select Whether 
or not the offset is applied and (2) permits full testability and 
observability of the selected control signal, an offset value 
applied thereto, and the resulting output signal. 

In one embodiment, the present invention provides an 
input/output (I/O) system for generating an output signal 
from an input signal. The U0 system includes an I/O device 
adapted to receive the input signal and generate the output 
signal based on the input signal. The generation of the output 
signal by the I/O device is affected by one or more envi 
ronmental conditions associated With the I/O device. The U0 
device is further adapted to receive an I/O-device control 
signal corresponding to the one or more environmental 
conditions. The U0 device is adapted to adjust the genera 
tion of the output signal based on the I/O-device control 
signal. The system further includes a condition sensor 
adapted to generate a sensed condition signal that charac 
teriZes the one or more environmental conditions, and a 
controller adapted to (i) receive the sensed condition signal 
from the condition sensor and a programmable offset value 
and (ii) modify the sensed condition signal based on the 
programmable offset value to generate and provide the 
I/O-device control signal to the I/O device. 

In another embodiment, the present invention provides a 
method for generating an output signal from an input signal 
using an I/O system that includes an I/O device and a 
condition sensor. The U0 device receives the input signal 
and generates the output signal based on the input signal, 
Wherein the generation of the output signal by the I/O device 
is affected by one or more environmental conditions asso 
ciated With the I/O device. The U0 device receives an 
I/O-device control signal corresponding to the one or more 
environmental conditions. The U0 device adjusts the gen 
eration of the output signal based on the I/O -device control 
signal. The condition sensor generates a sensed condition 
signal that characteriZes the one or more environmental 
conditions. The method includes (a) receiving the sensed 
condition signal from the condition sensor and a program 
mable offset value; and (b) modifying the sensed condition 
signal based on the programmable offset value to generate 
and provide the I/O-device control signal to the I/O device. 

In yet another embodiment, the present invention pro 
vides a controller for an I/O system adapted to generate an 
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output signal from an input signal. The U0 system includes 
an I/O device and a condition sensor. The U0 device is 
adapted to receive the input signal and generate the output 
signal based on the input signal. The generation of the output 
signal by the I/O device is affected by one or more envi 
ronmental conditions associated With the I/O device. The U0 
device is further adapted to receive an I/O-device control 
signal corresponding to the one or more environmental 
conditions. The U0 device is adapted to adjust the genera 
tion of the output signal based on the I/O-device control 
signal. The condition sensor is adapted to generate a sensed 
condition signal that characteriZes the one or more environ 
mental conditions, and the controller is adapted to (i) receive 
the sensed condition signal from the condition sensor and a 
programmable o?fset value and (ii) modify the sensed con 
dition signal based on the programmable o?fset value to 
generate and provide the I/O-device control signal to the I/O 
device. 

In still another embodiment, an I/O system for generating 
an output signal from an input signal includes an I/O device 
adapted to receive the input signal and generate the output 
signal based on the input signal. The generation of the output 
signal by the I/O device is affected by one or more envi 
ronmental conditions associated With the I/O device. The U0 
device is further adapted to receive an I/O-device control 
signal corresponding to the one or more environmental 
conditions, and the I/O device is adapted to adjust the 
generation of the output signal based on the I/O-device 
control signal. The system further includes a condition 
sensor adapted to generate a sensed condition signal that 
characterizes the one or more environmental conditions, and 
a controller adapted to (i) receive the sensed condition signal 
from the condition sensor, a speci?ed condition signal, and 
a mode control signal, and (ii) determine, based on the value 
of the mode control signal, Whether to generate and provide 
the I/O-device control signal to the I/O device using the 
sensed condition signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention is described in detail With regard to the 
folloWing ?gures, Wherein like numbers reference like ele 
ments, and Wherein: 

FIG. 1 shoWs a block diagram of an exemplary prior art 
output driver system that includes a PVT sensing circuit; 

FIG. 2 shoWs a block diagram of an exemplary output 
driver system that includes a PVT sensing circuit and a PVT 
controller, consistent With certain embodiments of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 3 shoWs a block diagram of an exemplary embodi 
ment of the PVT controller of FIG. 2; 

FIG. 4 shoWs an exemplary look-up table used in the 
mapping logic of the exemplary embodiment of the PVT 
controller of FIG. 2; and 

FIG. 5 shoWs a block diagram of another exemplary 
embodiment of a PVT controller consistent With certain 
embodiments of the present invention, for use With an output 
driver system that includes seven output drivers con?gured 
in parallel. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

In accordance With exemplary embodiments of the 
present invention, a PVT controller having appropriate con 
trol logic is provided so as to permit PVT compensation to 
be observed, tested, and selectively adjusted. The PVT 
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4 
controller permits selection betWeen PVT sensing circuit 
provided control signals and control signals stored in a 
hardWare register, provides the capability to offset the 
selected control signal by a ?xed amount and select Whether 
or not the offset is applied, and permits full testability and 
observability of the selected control signal, an offset value 
applied thereto, and the resulting output signal. 

With reference ?rst to FIG. 2, a block diagram of an 
exemplary output driver system 200 consistent With the 
invention is illustrated. As shoWn, the output driver system 
200 includes internal logic 206, an output driver 204, a PVT 
sensing circuit 202, and a PVT controller 210. The internal 
logic 206 provides an input signal to the output driver 204, 
Which, in turn, drives the input signal and provides an output 
signal. The drive strength of the output driver 204 is 
adjustable, so as to alloW for PVT compensation. The PVT 
compensation is achieved by providing a six-bit control 
signal to the output driver 204, consisting of three coarse bits 
(COUT[2:0]) and three ?ne bits (FOUT[2:0]). As Will be 
described in further detail beloW, these six bits, Which 
correspond to a non-linear range With non-uniform incre 
ments, selectively activate one or more of a plurality of leg 
circuits in the output driver 204 to vary the drive strength. 

In the system 200 of FIG. 2, the PVT sensing circuit 202 
senses the current at an external reference resistor 208 (e. g., 
l k ohm), determines an appropriate PVT compensation 
amount in real time, and generates a corresponding six-bit 
control signal. HoWever, rather than providing the control 
signal directly to the output driver 204 as in the prior art, the 
PVT sensing circuit 202 instead provides the control signal 
(C[2:0], F[2:0]) to the PVT controller 210. The PVT con 
troller 210 may additionally receive a stored six-bit control 
signal (PVT_DATAIN[5:0]) from an (internal or external) 
hardWare data register (not shoWn) that can be provided to 
the output driver 204 in lieu of the control signal (C[2:0], 
F[2:0]) from the PVT sensing circuit 202. 
The PVT controller 210 may further receive a program 

mable six-bit o?fset value (OFFSET[5:0]) stored in an (inter 
nal or external) hardWare o?fset register (not shoWn) that can 
be summed With an index value corresponding to (i) the 
control signal (C[2:0], F[2:0]) from the PVT sensing circuit 
202 or (ii) the stored control signal (PVT_DATAIN[5:0]) to 
permit additional adjustment thereto. Based on appropriate 
control logic and a tWo-bit control signal (PVT_IN_SEL[1: 
0]) from an (internal or external) hardWare control register 
(not shoWn), the PVT controller 210 provides a possibly 
adjusted six-bit control signal (COUT[2:0], FOUT[2:0]) to 
the output driver 204. As Will be described in greater detail 
beloW, the PVT controller 210 performs several functions 
that collectively determine the appropriate adjusted (or 
unadjusted) control signal (COUT[2:0], FOUT[2:0]) to pro 
vide to the output driver 204. 

Turning noW to FIG. 3, a block diagram of an exemplary 
embodiment of the PVT controller 210 of FIG. 2 is illus 
trated. As shoWn, the PVT controller 210 includes an input 
multiplexer 314 (or other sWitching device) and a PVT 
module 302 containing mapping logic 304 and a latch 306. 
The input multiplexer 314 receives the six-bit control signal 
(C[2:0], F[2:0]) from the PVT sensing circuit 202 and may 
additionally receive the stored six-bit control signal (PVT_ 
DATAIN[5:0]) that can be provided to the output driver 204 
in lieu of the control signal (C[2:0], F[2:0]) from the PVT 
sensing circuit 202. 
The input multiplexer 314 further receives a selection 

control signal (PVT_IN_SEL[1]), Which determines Which 
control signal is selected for output to the PVT module 302, 
i.e., if the selection control signal (PVT_IN_SEL[1]) is loW, 
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then the control signal (C[2:0], F[2:0]) from the PVT 
sensing circuit 202 is provided to the PVT module 302, and 
if the selection control signal (PVT_IN_SEL[1]) is high, 
then the stored control signal (PVT_DATAIN[5:0]) is pro 
vided to the PVT module 302, bypassing the output from the 
PVT sensing circuit 202 altogether. The capability to select 
betWeen PVT sensing circuit-provided and stored control 
signals advantageously permits adjustability and customiZa 
tion to accommodate varying PVT conditions and loads. 

The mapping logic 304 includes a look-up table, such as 
the exemplary table 400 shoWn in FIG. 4. Whereas, in the 
prior art, the drive strength of the output driver 104 is varied 
using combinations of six control bits to generate a linear 
range With uniform increments for selective activation of 
one or more of a plurality of leg circuits in the output driver 
104, the drive strength of the output driver 204 in the present 
invention can be, but does not have to be, varied non 
linearly, still using six control bits. Speci?cally, in one 
implementation, there are three coarse bits (COUT[2:0]) and 
three ?ne bits (FOUT[2:0]). Each ?ne bit turns on a leg of 
the output driver 204 of substantially equal magnitude. 
Coarse bits COUT[l] and COUT[0] also turn on legs of the 
output driver 204 of substantially equal magnitude, and 
these legs are about four times the strength of one ?ne-bit 
leg. Coarse bit COUT[2] turns on a leg of the output driver 
204 that is about 9.4 times the strength of a ?ne-bit leg. 
Thus, the total drive strength of the output driver 204 can 
vary from 0 (driver o?) to 286 (all bits on), Where each ?ne 
bit corresponds to a drive strength of 14 (i.e., ((3><1)+(2>< 
4)+9.4)><14:286). 
As shoWn in the table 400 of FIG. 4, the look-up table 

maps each combination of six bits to both a drive strength 
and an index value. It should be noted that exemplary table 
400 may be considered to be a reduced representation of a 
full 26-entry table. For example, since FOUT[2], FOUT[1], 
and FOUT[0] are all of equal Weight, each turning on a 
driver leg of equal strength, FOUT[2:0]:001 is the same as 
FOUT[2:0]:010 and FOUT[2:0]:001, and thus, only one of 
these combinations is represented in the exemplary table 
400. It should be understood that in other implementations 
employing driver legs of other relative strengths, all three of 
the foregoing bit combinations FOUT[2:0]:001, FOUT[2: 
0]:010, and FOUT[2:0]:001 might not all be of equal 
Weight, and that the values included in the look-up table 400 
of FIG. 4 are merely exemplary. 

The index values in table 400 indicate the relative 
strengths of each of the bit combinations output by the PVT 
controller 210. Although the drive strengths vary non 
linearly, it can be seen that the progression is quite close to 
being linear, such that the user can adjust the drive strength 
of the output driver 204 in “steps” of approximately 14, 
Wherein each step effects approximately the same change in 
output drive strength. In certain other embodiments of the 
present invention, the drive strength progression could, in 
fact, have a linear range. 

It is noted that When COUT[2] is on, a break in the 
linearity of drive strengths occurs, since COUT[2] is not an 
integer multiple strength of COUT[l] or COUT[0]. Thus, 
turning on the control bits in an orderly fashion results in a 
discontinuity. For this reason, in one implementation, the 
three bit combinations marked With an asterisk in the 
exemplary table 400 of FIG. 4 are not used, and the table 
skips from 011000 to 100000. Thus, in this embodiment, all 
of the drive strength increases are in increments of 14, 
except for the jump from 112 to 132, Which is an increase of 
20. 
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6 
While it is contemplated that, in this embodiment, a 

control signal (C[2:0], F[2:0]) from the PVT sensing circuit 
202 or a stored control signal (PVT_DATAIN[5:0]) Will 
only be a valid bit combination, appropriate logic may be 
provided to remap an invalid bit combination, such as one of 
those marked With an asterisk in the exemplary table 400 of 
FIG. 4, to a valid combination, in the event an invalid 
combination is received as a control signal (C[2:0], F[2:0]) 
from a PVT sensing circuit or as a stored control signal 

(PVT_DATAIN[5: 0]). 
The foregoing drive strength incrementation scheme, 

While preferred, is merely exemplary, and other implemen 
tations consistent With the present invention are possible. 
For example, an alternative scheme might employ one or 
more of the three bit combinations marked With an asterisk 
in the table 400 of FIG. 4, mapping these bit combinations 
to corresponding index values, rather than skipping them 
altogether. It should also be recogniZed that, in certain 
embodiments consistent With the present invention, magni 
tudes different from those set forth above might alternatively 
be assigned to each of the coarse and ?ne bits, and/or 
numbers of bits other than six could alternatively be used. 

The mapping logic 304 of the PVT module 302 receives 
the selected control signal (C[2:0], F[2:0] or PVT_DATAIN 
[5:0]) from the input multiplexer 314, and may also receive, 
from an offset register, the stored offset value (OFFSET[5: 
0]), Which may be a positive or negative integer or Zero. The 
mapping logic 304 further receives a selection control signal 
(PVT_IN_SEL[0]) from a hardWare control register, Which 
determines Whether or not the offset value (OFFSET[5:0]) is 
summed With the index value corresponding to the selected 
control signal (C[2:0], F[2:0] or PVT_DATAIN[5:0]) before 
the selected control signal is provided to the output buffer, 
i.e., if the selection control signal (PVT_IN_SEL[0]) is loW, 
the offset value (OFFSET[5:0]) is summed With the index 
value corresponding to the selected control signal, e.g., 
using an internal adder or summing circuit (not shoWn), and 
if the selection control signal (PVT_IN_SEL[0]) is high, no 
offset adjustment is made to the index value of the selected 
control signal. 
The mapping logic 304 effects the summation by retriev 

ing the index value of the selected control signal (C[2:0], 
F[2:0] or PVT_DATAIN[5:0]) from the look-up table 400, 
summing the retrieved index value With the offset value 
(OFFSET[5:0]), thereby obtaining a resulting index value, 
and then retrieving the six-bit combination that corresponds 
to the resulting index value. This six-bit combination is the 
adjusted control signal (COUT[210], FOUT[2:0]) that Will 
be provided to the output driver 204. For example, if 
PVT_IN_SEL[1:0]:00 (i.e., provide the control signal from 
the PVT sensing circuit 202 to the PVT module 302 and sum 
the control signal With the offset value), if the output of the 
PVT sensing circuit 202 is C[2:0], F[2:0]:100011 (index 
value 11, drive strength 160), and if the offset value (OFF 
SET[5:0]) is +3, then the resulting index value is 14 (drive 
strength 202), and the adjusted control signal (COUT[2z0], 
FOUT[2:0]) provided to the output driver 204 is 101001, 
i.e., COUT[2], COUT[0], and FOUT[0] on. In the foregoing 
example, if the offset value (OFFSET[5:0]) Were —4, then 
the resulting index value Would be 7 (drive strength 98), and 
the adjusted control signal (COUT[210], FOUT[2:0]) pro 
vided to the output driver 204 Would be 001111, i.e., 
COUT[0], FOUT[2], FOUT[1], and FOUT[0] on. 

In certain embodiments, the mapping logic 304 may be 
con?gured never to output an index value of 0 (all bits o?), 
and may be con?gured to keep the output driver 204 turned 
on by keeping FOUT[0] on if the summation results in a 
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value less than 1. The mapping logic 304 may also be 
con?gured to output an index value of 20 (all bits on) if the 
summation generates a resulting index value exceeding 20. 

The capability to o?‘set the selected control signal by a 
?xed amount, as Well as to select Whether or not the o?‘set 
is applied, advantageously permits further adjustability and 
customiZation to accommodate varying PVT conditions and 
loads. 

The mapping logic 304 provides the adjusted (or unad 
justed) control signal (COUT[2:0], FOUT[2:0]) via the latch 
306 to the output driver 204. The latch 306 also receives as 
input an UPDATE clock signal for controlling the timing of 
the updates of its stored six-bit value. Unlike the prior art, 
Wherein a control signal from a PVT sensing circuit is only 
updated folloWing a reset signal, in the present invention, the 
UPDATE clock signal is set so that the adjusted (or unad 
justed) control signal (COUT[2:0], FOUT[2:0]) may be 
provided Whenever the output of the output driver 204 is in 
a steady state, in sleep mode, or is otherWise inactive, to 
protect the integrity of the data being provided by the output 
driver 204 during an update. It should further be noted that 
the UPDATE clock signal is also provided to the PVT 
sensing circuit 202, Which updates its latch on the falling 
edge of the UPDATE signal, While the latch 306 of the PVT 
controller is updated on the next rising edge of the UPDATE 
signal, thereby providing suf?cient time for the control 
signal (C[2:0], F[2:0]) from the PVT sensing circuit 202 to 
be provided to the PVT module 302. 

Thus, three principal modes of operation for the PVT 
controller 210 are selectable using the tWo-bit selection 
control signal (PVT_IN_SEL[1:0]): normal mode (PVT_ 
IN_SEL[1:0]:00), testing mode (PVT_IN_SEL[1:0]:l0), 
and transparent mode (PVT_IN_SEL[1:0]:l 1). Note that a 
PVT_IN_SEL[1:0] value of (01) is not used and may be 
reserved for other functions, e.g., selecting betWeen two 
different UPDATE signals. In normal mode, the PVT con 
troller 210 provides full functionality by summing the index 
value corresponding to the control signal (C[2:0], F[2:0]) 
output from the PVT sensing circuit 202 With the o?cset 
value (OFFSET[5:0]). In testing mode, the index value 
corresponding to the stored control signal (PVT_DATAIN 
[5:0]) is summed With the stored o?‘set value (OFFSET[5: 
0]), Which permits the output of the PVT module 302 to be 
observed. In transparent mode, the PVT controller 210 
passes the stored control signal (PVT_DATAIN[5:0]) 
directly to its output, Which permits all of the output bits of 
the PVT controller 210 to be 0, thereby facilitating testing 
using automated test equipment (ATE), e.g., by performing 
a “Walking ones” test to verify that each of the six legs of the 
output driver 204 is intact. 

Referring noW to FIG. 5, a block diagram of another 
exemplary embodiment of a PVT controller 510 consistent 
With the present invention, for use With an output driver 
system that includes seven output drivers con?gured in 
parallel, is illustrated. As shoWn, the PVT controller 510 
includes an input multiplexer 514 (or other sWitching 
device) and seven PVT modules 502, each containing map 
ping logic 504 and a latch 506. It should be understood that, 
While this embodiment employs seven PVT modules 502 for 
use With seven output drivers, other numbers of PVT mod 
ules 502 consistent With the present invention may alterna 
tively be used. The structure and function of each of the PVT 
modules 502 and input multiplexer 514 are substantially the 
same as in the PVT module 302 and input multiplexer 314 
described above With respect to the exemplary embodiment 
of the PVT controller 210 of FIG. 2, and a description of 
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8 
these details Will therefore not be repeated With particular 
reference to this embodiment of the PVT controller 510. 
The PVT controller 510 further includes an output mul 

tiplexer 512 (or other sWitching device) that receives a 
selection control signal (PVT_OUT_SEL[2:0]) from a hard 
Ware control register, Which determines Which adjusted 
control signal (COUT[2:0], FOUT[2:0]) from among the 
seven PVT modules 502 is output as PVT_DATAOUT[5:0], 
Which is a signal that may be received by an observation 
register. Thus, PVT_DATAOUT[5:0] may be observed, 
thereby advantageously permitting full testability of the 
block-control of the o?‘set value (OFFSET[5:0]) and input 
control signals (C[2:0], F[2:0] or PVT_DATAIN[5:0]), as 
Well as observability of its outputs (COUT[2:0], FOUT[2: 
0]), e.g., When the PVT controller 510 is in test mode. It is 
further noted that, in this embodiment, a single PVT sensing 
circuit may be used With all seven of the output drivers, or 
alternatively, seven separate PVT sensing circuits could be 
used, one for each of the output drivers. 

It should be understood that, While the present invention 
is described herein as being implemented in an output driver 
system, the invention could alternatively be implemented in 
other circuits or systems, e.g., input drivers and other I/O 
circuits or systems, and should not be construed as being 
limited to output driver circuits. Additionally, While the 
embodiments set forth herein are described as having par 
ticular utility in adjusting drive strength, e.g., output voltage 
and/or sleW rate, it is contemplated that a circuit or method 
consistent With the present invention could alternatively be 
used to adjust other input and/or output electrical charac 
teristics of a circuit, e.g., Waveform rise/fall times or imped 
ances. Further, it should be recognized that components 
other than the PVT sensing circuit described herein may be 
used to determine an appropriate PVT compensation offset, 
and such sensing may alternatively be performed by gener 
ating a sensed condition signal that characterizes the PVT 
conditions using an external reference voltage, time differ 
ence, or electrical characteristic other than current measured 
at a reference resistor. Moreover, it should be understood 
that the use of the term “PVT” herein may be used to 
describe one or more of fabrication process, supply voltage, 
and temperature conditions, but does not necessarily include 
all three conditions. It should also be recogniZed that the 
term “PVT,” as used in this speci?cation as Well as in the 
appended claims, may additionally or alternatively refer to 
environmental conditions other than fabrication process, 
supply voltage, and temperature conditions, and that the 
present invention should be construed to include the adjust 
ment and/or control of circuit settings for such other con 
ditions, as Well. 

While aspects of the exemplary embodiments of the 
present invention have been described herein as circuit 
based processes and With respect to methods implemented 
Within a single system, various functions may be imple 
mented in the digital domain as processing steps in a 
softWare program, by digital logic, or in combination of both 
softWare and hardWare. Such softWare may be employed in, 
for example, a digital signal processor, micro-controller or 
general-purpose computer. Such hardWare and softWare may 
be embodied Within circuits implemented in one or more 
ICs. 

Although the steps in the method claims that folloW may 
be recited in a particular sequence, those steps are not 
necessarily intended to be limited to being implemented in 
that particular sequence. 

While the invention is susceptible to various modi?ca 
tions and alternative forms, speci?c embodiments thereof 
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have been shown by Way of example in the drawings and 
have been described in detail. It should be understood, 
hoWever, that it is not intended to limit the invention to the 
particular forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the intention 
is to cover all modi?cations, equivalents and alternatives 
falling Within the spirit and scope of the invention as de?ned 
by the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An input/output (l/O) system for generating an output 

signal from an input signal, the I/O system comprising: 
an I/O device adapted to receive the input signal and 

generate the output signal based on the input signal, 
Wherein: 
the generation of the output signal by the I/O device is 

affected by one or more environmental conditions 
associated With the I/O device; 

the I/O device is further adapted to receive an I/O 
device control signal corresponding to the one or 
more environmental conditions; and 

the I/O device is adapted to adjust the generation of the 
output signal based on the l/O-device control signal; 

a condition sensor adapted to generate a sensed condition 
signal that characterizes the one or more environmental 

conditions; and 
a controller adapted to (i) receive the sensed condition 

signal from the condition sensor and a programmable 
o?fset value and (ii) modify the sensed condition signal 
based on the programmable o?fset value to generate and 
provide the l/O-device control signal to the I/O device, 
Wherein the controller is adapted to; 

map the sensed condition signal to an index value; 
adjust the index value based on the programmable o?fset 

value to generate an adjusted index value; and 
map the adjusted index value to the l/O-device control 

signal. 
2. The invention of claim 1, Wherein the I/O device is an 

output driver. 
3. The invention of claim 1, Wherein the one or more 

environmental conditions comprise one or more of process, 
voltage, and temperature associated With the I/O device. 

4. The invention of claim 1, Wherein: 
the sensed condition signal and the l/O-device control 

signal are multi-bit signals; 
the controller comprises a look-up table (LUT) that maps 

the multi-bit sensed condition signal to the index value; 
the controller is adapted to generate the adjusted index 

value by summing the index value and the program 
mable o?fset value; and 

the controller is adapted to apply the LUT to map the 
adjusted index value to the multi-bit l/O-device control 
signal. 

5. The invention of claim 4, Wherein: 
the I/O device comprises a plurality of leg circuits; and 
the I/O device is adapted to use each bit of the multi-bit 

l/O-device control signal to determine Whether to turn 
on or off a corresponding one of the leg circuits. 

6. The invention of claim 5, Wherein the relationship 
betWeen the relative effect on the generation of the output 
signal for at least tWo leg circuits corresponds to a non 
integer multiple. 

7. The invention of claim 5, Wherein: 
the sensed condition signal is electrical current measured 

at a resistor; 
the I/O device is adapted to adjust the generation of the 

output signal by altering one or more electrical char 
acteristics of the output signal selected from the group 
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10 
consisting of: drive strength, sleW rate, output voltage, 
Waveform rise time, Waveform fall time, and imped 
ance; 

at least one of the sensed condition signal and the I/O 
device control signal comprises three coarse bits and 
three ?ne bits; and 

Wherein the relationship betWeen the relative effect on the 
generation of the output signal for the leg circuits is 
such that (i) each of the ?ne bits turns on leg circuits of 
substantially equal magnitude, (ii) tWo of the coarse 
bits turn on leg circuits of approximately 4 times the 
magnitude of one of the ?ne bit-controlled leg circuits, 
and (iii) one of the coarse bits turns on a leg circuit of 
approximately 9.4 times the magnitude of one of the 
?ne bit-controlled leg circuits. 

8. The invention of claim 4, Wherein the LUT has one or 
more invalid bit combinations for the multi-bit sensed 
condition signal. 

9. The invention of claim 8, Wherein the controller is 
adapted to map an invalid bit combination to an index value 
corresponding to a valid bit combination. 

10. The invention of claim 1, Wherein: 
the condition sensor and the controller are adapted to 

receive an update signal; 
the condition sensor is adapted to update the sensed 

condition signal at each falling edge of the update 
signal; and 

the controller is adapted to update the l/O-device control 
signal at each rising edge of the update signal. 

11. The invention of claim 10, Wherein the controller is 
adapted to receive a speci?ed condition signal and a mode 
control signal; and 

the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 
of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

12. The invention of claim 1, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a mode control signal; 

and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether or not to ignore the 
programmable o?fset value When generating the I/O 
device control signal. 

13. The invention of claim 1, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 

signal and a mode control signal; and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

14. The invention of claim 1, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a mode control signal; 

and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether or not to modify the 
sensed condition signal based on the programmable 
offset value When generating the l/O-device control 
signal. 

15. The invention of claim 1, Wherein the I/O system 
comprises: 

a plurality of I/O devices, each adapted to receive a 
corresponding input signal and generate a correspond 
ing output signal based on the corresponding input 
signal, Wherein: 
the generation of the corresponding output signal by 

each l/O device is affected by one or more environ 
mental conditions associated With the I/O device; 
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each l/O device is further adapted to receive a corre 
sponding l/O-device control signal corresponding to 
the one or more environmental conditions; and 

each l/O device is adapted to adjust the generation of 
the corresponding output signal based on the corre 
sponding l/O-device control signal; 

a plurality of controllers, each adapted to (i) receive a 
corresponding sensed condition signal from a corre 
sponding condition sensor and a corresponding pro 
grammable o?fset value and (ii) modify the correspond 
ing sensed condition signal based on the corresponding 
programmable o?‘set value to generate and provide the 
corresponding l/O-device control signal to a corre 
sponding l/O device. 

16. The invention of claim 15, Wherein: 
the I/O system comprises a single condition sensor; and 
each controller receives its corresponding sensed condi 

tion signal from the single condition sensor. 
17. The invention of claim 1, Wherein the I/O system is 

one of an input driver, an output driver, and an integrated 
circuit. 

18. A method for generating an output signal from an 
input signal using an I/O system, the I/O system comprising 
an I/O device and a condition sensor, Wherein: 

the I/O device receives the input signal and generates the 
output signal based on the input signal, Wherein the 
generation of the output signal by the I/O device is 
affected by one or more environmental conditions 
associated With the I/O device; 

the I/O device receives an l/O-device control signal 
corresponding to the one or more environmental con 

ditions; 
the I/O device adjusts the generation of the output signal 

based on the l/O-device control signal; and 
the condition sensor generates a sensed condition signal 

that characteriZes the one or more environmental con 

ditions, Wherein the method comprises; 
(a) receiving the sensed condition signal from the condi 

tion sensor and a programmable o?‘set value; and 
(b) modifying the sensed condition signal based on the 
programmable o?‘set value to generate and provide the 
l/O-device control signal to the I/O device, Wherein 
step (b) further comprises: 

mapping the sensed condition signal to an index value; 
adjusting the index value based on the programmable 

o?‘set value to generate an adjusted index value; and 
mapping the adjusted index value to the l/O-device con 

trol signal. 
19. The invention of claim 18, Wherein the method further 

comprises: 
receiving an update signal; 
updating the sensed condition signal at each falling edge 

of the update signal; and 
updating the l/O-device control signal at each rising edge 

of the update signal. 
20. The invention of claim 19, Wherein the method further 

comprises: 
receiving a speci?ed condition signal and a mode control 

signal; and 
determining, based on the value of the mode control 

signal, Whether to generate the l/O-device control sig 
nal using the sensed condition signal or the speci?ed 
condition signal. 

21. The invention of claim 18, Wherein the method further 
comprises: 

receiving a speci?ed condition signal and a mode control 
signal; and 
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determining, based on the value of the mode control 

signal, Whether to generate the l/O-device control sig 
nal using the sensed condition signal or the speci?ed 
condition signal. 

22. A controller for an I/O system adapted to generate an 
output signal from an input signal, the I/O system compris 
ing an I/O device and a condition sensor, Wherein: 

the I/O device is adapted to receive the input signal and 
generate the output signal based on the input signal, 
Wherein: 
the generation of the output signal by the I/O device is 

affected by one or more environmental conditions 
associated With the I/O device; 

the I/O device is further adapted to receive an I/O 
device control signal corresponding to the one or 
more environmental conditions; and 

the I/O device is adapted to adjust the generation of the 
output signal based on the l/O-device control signal; 

the condition sensor is adapted to generate a sensed 
condition signal that characteriZes the one or more 
environmental conditions; and 

the controller is adapted to (i) receive the sensed condition 
signal from the condition sensor and a programmable 
offset value and (ii) modify the sensed condition signal 
based on the programmable o?‘set value to generate and 
provide the l/O-device control signal to the I/O device, 
Wherein the controller is adapted to: 

map the sensed condition signal to an index value; 
adjust the index value based on the programmable o?‘set 

value to generate an adjusted index value; and 
map the adjusted index value to the l/O-device control 

signal. 
23. The invention of claim 22, Wherein: 
the condition sensor and the controller are adapted to 

receive an update signal; 
the condition sensor is adapted to update the sensed 

condition signal at each falling edge of the update 
signal; and 

the controller is adapted to update the l/O-device control 
signal at each rising edge of the update signal. 

24. The invention of claim 23, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 

signal and a mode control signal; and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

25. The invention of claim 22, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 

signal and a mode control signal; and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

26. The invention of claim 22, Wherein the I/O system is 
one of an input driver, an output driver, and an integrated 
circuit. 

27. An l/O system for generating an output signal from an 
input signal, the I/O system comprising: 

an I/O device adapted to receive the input signal and 
generate the output signal based on the input signal, 
Wherein: 
the generation of the output signal by the I/O device is 

affected by one or more environmental conditions 
associated With the I/O device; 
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the I/O device is further adapted to receive an I/O 
device control signal corresponding to the one or 
more environmental conditions; and 

the I/O device is adapted to adjust the generation of the 
output signal based on the l/O-device control signal; 

a condition sensor adapted to generate a sensed condition 
signal that characterizes the one or more environmental 

conditions; and 
a controller adapted to (i) receive the sensed condition 

signal from the condition sensor, a speci?ed condition 
signal, and a mode control signal, and (ii) determine, 
based on the value of the mode control signal, Whether 
to generate and provide the l/O-device control signal to 
the I/O device using the sensed condition signal or the 
speci?ed condition signal. 

28. The invention of claim 27, Wherein the controller is 
adapted to: 
map the sensed condition signal to an index value; 
adjust the index value based on the programmable o?fset 

value to generate an adjusted index value; and 
map the adjusted index value to the l/O-device control 

signal. 
29. The invention of claim 28, Wherein: 
the condition sensor and the controller are adapted to 

receive an update signal; 
the condition sensor is adapted to update the sensed 

condition signal at each falling edge of the update 
signal; and 

the controller is adapted to update the l/O-device control 
signal at each rising edge of the update signal. 

30. The invention of claim 29, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 

signal and a mode control signal; and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

31. The invention of claim 28, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 

signal and a mode control signal; and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

32. The invention of claim 27, Wherein: 
the condition sensor and the controller are adapted to 

receive an update signal; 
the condition sensor is adapted to update the sensed 

condition signal at each falling edge of the update 
signal; and 

the controller is adapted to update the l/O-device control 
signal at each rising edge of the update signal. 

33. The invention of claim 32, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 

signal and a mode control signal; and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

34. The invention of claim 27, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 

signal and a mode control signal; and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 
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35. An input/output (l/O) system for generating an output 

signal from an input signal, the I/O system comprising: 
an I/O device adapted to receive the input signal and 

generate the output signal based on the input signal, 
Wherein: 
the generation of the output signal by the I/O device is 

a?fected by one or more environmental conditions 
associated With the I/O device; 

the I/O device is further adapted to receive an I/O 
device control signal corresponding to the one or 
more environmental conditions; and 

the I/O device is adapted to adjust the generation of the 
output signal based on the l/O-device control signal; 

a condition sensor adapted to generate a sensed condition 
signal that characterizes the one or more environmental 

conditions; and 
a controller adapted to (i) receive the sensed condition 

signal from the condition sensor and a programmable 
offset value and (ii) modify the sensed condition signal 
based on the programmable o?fset value to generate and 
provide the l/O-device control signal to the I/O device, 
Wherein: 

the condition sensor and the controller are adapted to 
receive an update signal; 

the condition sensor is adapted to update the sensed 
condition signal at each falling edge of the update 
signal; and 

the controller is adapted to update the l/O-device control 
signal at each rising edge of the update signal. 

36. The invention of claim 35, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 

signal and a mode control signal; and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

37. An input/output (l/O) system for generating an output 
signal from an input signal, the I/O system comprising: 

an I/O device adapted to receive the input signal and 
generate the output signal based on the input signal, 
Wherein: 
the generation of the output signal by the I/O device is 

a?fected by one or more environmental conditions 
associated With the I/O device; 

the I/O device is further adapted to receive an I/O 
device control signal corresponding to the one or 
more environmental conditions; and 

the I/O device is adapted to adjust the generation of the 
output signal based on the l/O-device control signal; 

a condition sensor adapted to generate a sensed condition 
signal that characterizes the one or more environmental 

conditions; and 
a controller adapted to (i) receive the sensed condition 

signal from the condition sensor and a programmable 
offset value and (ii) modify the sensed condition signal 
based on the programmable o?fset value to generate and 
provide the l/O-device control signal to the I/O device, 
Wherein: 

the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 
signal and a mode control signal; and 

the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 
of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

38. A method for generating an output signal from an 
input signal using an I/O system, the I/O system comprising 
an I/O device and a condition sensor, Wherein: 
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the I/O device receives the input signal and generates the 
output signal based on the input signal, Wherein the 
generation of the output signal by the I/O device is 
a?cected by one or more environmental conditions 
associated With the I/O device; 

the I/O device receives an l/O-device control signal 
corresponding to the one or more environmental con 

ditions; 
the I/O device adjusts the generation of the output signal 

based on the l/O-device control signal; and 
the condition sensor generates a sensed condition signal 

that characteriZes the one or more environmental con 

ditions, Wherein the method comprises: 
(a) receiving the sensed condition signal from the condi 

tion sensor and a programmable o?‘set value; and 
(b) modifying the sensed condition signal based on the 
programmable o?‘set value to generate and provide the 
l/O-device control signal to the I/O device, Wherein the 
method further comprises: 

receiving an update signal; 
updating the sensed condition signal at each falling edge 

of the update signal; and 
updating the l/O-device control signal at each rising edge 

of the update signal. 
39. The invention of claim 38, Wherein the method further 

comprises: 
receiving a speci?ed condition signal and a mode control 

signal; and 
determining, based on the value of the mode control 

signal, Whether to generate the l/O-device control sig 
nal using the sensed condition signal or the speci?ed 
condition signal. 

40. A method for generating an output signal from an 
input signal using an I/O system, the I/O system comprising 
an I/O device and a condition sensor, Wherein: 

the I/O device receives the input signal and generates the 
output signal based on the input signal, Wherein the 
generation of the output signal by the I/O device is 
a?cected by one or more environmental conditions 
associated With the I/O device; 

the I/O device receives an l/O-device control signal 
corresponding to the one or more environmental con 

ditions; 
the I/O device adjusts the generation of the output signal 

based on the l/O-device control signal; and 
the condition sensor generates a sensed condition signal 

that characteriZes the one or more environmental con 

ditions, Wherein the method comprises: 
(a) receiving the sensed condition signal from the condi 

tion sensor and a programmable o?‘set value; and 
(b) modifying the sensed condition signal based on the 
programmable o?‘set value to generate and provide the 
l/O-device control signal to the I/O device, Wherein the 
method further comprises: 

receiving a speci?ed condition signal and a mode control 
signal; and 

determining, based on the value of the mode control 
signal, Whether to generate the l/O-device control sig 
nal using the sensed condition signal or the speci?ed 
condition signal. 

41. A method for generating an output signal from an 
input signal using an I/O system, the I/O system comprising 
an I/O device and a condition sensor, Wherein: 

the I/O device receives the input signal and generates the 
output signal based on the input signal, Wherein the 
generation of the output signal by the I/O device is 
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a?‘ected by one or more environmental conditions 
associated With the I/O device; 

the I/O device receives an l/O-device control signal 
corresponding to the one or more environmental con 

ditions; 
the I/O device adjusts the generation of the output signal 

based on the l/O-device control signal; and 
the condition sensor generates a sensed condition signal 

that characteriZes the one or more environmental con 

ditions, Wherein the method comprises: 
(a) receiving the sensed condition signal from the condi 

tion sensor, a speci?ed condition signal, and a mode 
control signal, and 

(b) determining, based on the value of the mode control 
signal, Whether to generate and provide the l/O-device 
control signal to the I/O device using the sensed 
condition signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

42. The invention of claim 41, Wherein step (b) further 
comprises: 
mapping the sensed condition signal to an index value; 
adjusting the index value based on a programmable o?‘set 

value to generate an adjusted index value; and 
maping the adjusted index value to the l/O-device control 

signal. 
43. The invention of claim 42, Wherein the method further 

comprises: 
receiving an update signal; 
updating the sensed condition signal at each falling edge 

of the update signal; and 
updating the l/O-device control signal at each rising edge 

of the update signal. 
44. The invention of claim 43, Wherein the method further 

comprises: 
receiving a speci?ed condition signal and a mode control 

signal; and 
determining, based on the value of the mode control 

signal, Whether to generate the l/O-device control sig 
nal using the sensed condition signal or the speci?ed 
condition signal. 

45. The invention of claim 42, Wherein the method further 
comprises: 

receiving a speci?ed condition signal and a mode control 
signal; and 

determining, based on the value of the mode control 
signal, Whether to generate the l/O-device control sig 
nal using the sensed condition signal or the speci?ed 
condition signal. 

46. The invention of claim 41, Wherein the method further 
comprises: 

receiving an update signal; 
updating the sensed condition signal at each falling edge 

of the update signal; and 
updating the l/O-device control signal at each rising edge 

of the update signal. 
47. The invention of claim 46, Wherein the method further 

comprises: 
receiving a speci?ed condition signal and a mode control 

signal; and 
determining, based on the value of the mode control 

signal, Whether to generate the l/O-device control sig 
nal using the sensed condition signal or the speci?ed 
condition signal. 

48. The invention of claim 41, Wherein the method further 
comprises: 

receiving a speci?ed condition signal and a mode control 
signal; and 
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determining, based on the value of the mode control 
signal, Whether to generate the l/O-device control sig 
nal using the sensed condition signal or the speci?ed 
condition signal. 

49. A controller for an I/O system adapted to generate an 
output signal from an input signal, the I/O system compris 
ing an I/O device and a condition sensor, Wherein: 

the I/O device is adapted to receive the input signal and 
generate the output signal based on the input signal, 
Wherein: 
the generation of the output signal by the I/O device is 

a?cected by one or more environmental conditions 
associated With the I/O device; 

the I/O device is further adapted to receive an I/O 
device control signal corresponding to the one or 
more environmental conditions; and 

the I/O device is adapted to adjust the generation of the 
output signal based on the l/O-device control signal; 

the condition sensor is adapted to generate a sensed 
condition signal that characterizes the one or more 
environmental conditions; and 

the controller is adapted to (i) receive the sensed condition 
signal from the condition sensor and a programmable 
o?‘set value and (ii) modify the sensed condition signal 
based on the programmable o?‘set value to generate and 
provide the l/O-device control signal to the I/O device, 
Wherein: 

the condition sensor and the controller are adapted to 
receive an update signal; 

the condition sensor is adapted to update the sensed 
condition signal at each falling edge of the update 
signal; and 

the controller is adapted to update the l/O-device control 
signal at each rising edge of the update signal. 

50. The invention of claim 49, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 

signal and a mode control signal; and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

51. A controller for an I/O system adapted to generate an 
output signal from an input signal, the I/O system compris 
ing an I/O device and a condition sensor, Wherein: 

the I/O device is adapted to receive the input signal and 
generate the output signal based on the input signal, 
Wherein: 
the generation of the output signal by the I/O device is 

a?cected by one or more environmental conditions 
associated With the I/O device; 

the I/O device is further adapted to receive an I/O 
device control signal corresponding to the one or 
more environmental conditions; and 

the I/O device is adapted to adjust the generation of the 
output signal based on the l/O-device control signal; 

the condition sensor is adapted to generate a sensed 
condition signal that characterizes the one or more 
environmental conditions; and 

the controller is adapted to (i) receive the sensed condition 
signal from the condition sensor and a programmable 
o?‘set value and (ii) modify the sensed condition signal 
based on the programmable o?‘set value to generate and 
provide the l/O-device control signal to the I/O device, 
Wherein: 

the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 
signal and a mode control signal; and 
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18 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

52. A controller for an I/O system adapted to generate an 
output signal from an input signal, the I/O system compris 
ing an I/O device and a condition sensor, Wherein: 

the I/O device is adapted to receive the input signal and 
generate the output signal based on the input signal, 
Wherein: 
the generation of the output signal by the I/O device is 

a?cected by one or more environmental conditions 
associated With the I/O device; 

the I/O device is further adapted to receive an I/O 
device control signal corresponding to the one or 
more environmental conditions; and 

the I/O device is adapted to adjust the generation of the 
output signal based on the l/O-device control signal; 

the condition sensor is adapted to generate a sensed 
condition signal that characterizes the one or more 
environmental conditions; and 

the controller is adapted to (i) receive the sensed condition 
signal from the condition sensor, a speci?ed condition 
signal, and a mode control signal, and (ii) determine, 
based on the value of the mode control signal, Whether 
to generate and provide the l/O-device control signal to 
the I/O device using the sensed condition signal or the 
speci?ed condition signal. 

53. The invention of claim 52, Wherein the controller is 
adapted to: 
map the sensed condition signal to an index value; 
adjust the index value based on a programmable o?‘set 

value to generate an adjusted index value; and 
map the adjusted index value to the l/O-device control 

signal. 
54. The invention of claim 53, Wherein: 
the condition sensor and the controller are adapted to 

receive an update signal; 
the condition sensor is adapted to update the sensed 

condition signal at each falling edge of the update 
signal; and 

the controller is adapted to update the l/O-device control 
signal at each rising edge of the update signal. 

55. The invention of claim 54, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 

signal and a mode control signal; and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

56. The invention of claim 53, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 

signal and a mode control signal; and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

57. The invention of claim 52, Wherein: 
the condition sensor and the controller are adapted to 

receive an update signal; 
the condition sensor is adapted to update the sensed 

condition signal at each falling edge of the update 
signal; and 

the controller is adapted to update the l/O-device control 
signal at each rising edge of the update signal. 
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58. The invention of claim 57, wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 

signal and a mode control signal; and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

59. The invention of claim 52, Wherein: 
the controller is adapted to receive a speci?ed condition 

signal and a mode control signal; and 
the controller is adapted to determine, based on the value 

of the mode control signal, Whether to generate the 
l/O-device control signal using the sensed condition 
signal or the speci?ed condition signal. 

60. An input/output (l/O) system for generating an output 
signal from an input signal, the I/O system comprising: 

a plurality of I/O devices, each adapted to receive a 
corresponding input signal and generate a correspond 
ing output signal based on the corresponding input 
signal, Wherein: 
the generation of the corresponding output signal by 

each l/O device is a?cected by one or more environ 
mental conditions associated With the I/O device; 

20 
each l/O device is further adapted to receive a corre 

sponding l/O-device control signal corresponding to 
the one or more environmental conditions; and 

each l/O device is adapted to adjust the generation of 
the corresponding output signal based on the corre 
sponding l/O-device control signal; and 

a plurality of controllers, each adapted to (i) receive a 
corresponding sensed condition signal from a corre 
sponding condition sensor and a corresponding pro 
grammable o?cset value and (ii) modify the correspond 
ing sensed condition signal based on the corresponding 
programmable o?‘set value to generate and provide the 
corresponding l/O-device control signal to a corre 
sponding l/O device. 

61. The invention of claim 60, Wherein: 
the I/O system comprises a single condition sensor; and 
each controller receives its corresponding sensed condi 

tion signal from the single condition sensor. 
62. The invention of claim 60, Wherein the I/O system is 

20 one of an input driver, an output driver, and an integrated 
circuit. 
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